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How did you do?
Answers can be obtained by visiting www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/transfertests

These practice papers are designed to:
   • Give your child realistic practice for the Transfer Tests
   • Support and enhance the school curriculum
   • Revise and reinforce learning
   • Provide opportunities to build confidence
   • Help develop examination technique

Brought to you in partnership with TransferTests.co.uk
TransferTests.co.uk was founded in August 2002 and was the first 
website of its kind. TransferTests.co.uk was also the first such business 
to have its products stocked in leading retailers such as Eason’s and WH 
Smith. You can now find them in most EUROSPAR shops, Creighton’s 
garages, Stewart Millar, We are Vertigo, Five Ways Newry, Sheey’s 
Cookstown, Trim Print Armagh, Smyths Newcastle, Lucia Hughes 
Omagh, Magherafelt Copy Shop, Craigavon Office Supplies, McGraths 
Office Supplies, Mourne Office Supplies and BJ McNally. The tests you 
find in the Belfast Telegraph this week do not contain the same 
questions as any of the tests you will find in retailers.

The goal of TransferTests.co.uk is to help children prepare for the AQE 
and GL Transfer tests, providing great materials both on paper and 
online. With tests that mirror the actual examinations, the company’s 
reputation has grown with teachers and tutors recommending the 
products. Whether your child prefers to complete practice papers on a 
mobile, tablet or on paper, TransferTests.co.uk have a product to suit. To 
find out more visit www.TransferTests.co.uk

About the GL Exams
GL examinations are used by 34 PPTC schools as part of the selection 
criteria for year 8 admissions. A list of PPTC schools can be found at 
www.pptcni.com. On the day of the examinations children will sit one 
English paper and one Maths paper, both of which are in a multiple 
choice format. Before the main examinations there will be a practice and 
familiarisation session during which children can complete practice 
questions and get used to the exam format.  They will get time for a 
break before they start the main papers.

During the examinations, the children will use an answer sheet to record their 
answers. For the purposes of this practice paper where an answer booklet has not 
been provided, children should mark their answers on the paper itself. When the 
GL examination results are issued, each child will receive a standardised mark.

GL English paper:
   • 60 questions
   • 50 minutes to complete – children taking the test in January 2021 will be 
  allowed 60 minutes
   • To answer the questions pupils must choose from one or two of five multiple 
  choice options, completing their answers on an answer booklet.

GL Maths paper:
   • 45 questions
   • 45 minutes to complete - children taking the test in January 2021 will be 
  allowed 50 minutes
   • To answer the questions pupils must choose from one or two of five multiple  
  choice options, completing their answers on an answer booklet.

ENGLISH
Ready? Let’s get started!
Read the following carefully before you begin:
   • Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
   • There are 60 multiple-choice questions to answer in 50 mins - children 
  taking the test in January 2021 will be allowed 60 minutes.
   • Read each question carefully before stating your answer.
   • Once you have selected your answer from the options given, mark it 
  carefully. 
   • Work as quickly and as carefully as you can.
   • You may do rough working on a separate sheet of paper.
   • If you make a mistake, rub it out as carefully as you can and mark your 
  new answer.
   • If you are not sure of an answer, choose the one you think is best.
   • You may read each question and check your answers as many times
      as you want.

Flip over for AQE Style Practice Paper 3

BROUGHT TO YOU IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

transfertests.co.uk, Schooltests.org & transfertests.com

GL Style Practice Paper 3 - English
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Read this passage and answer the questions which follow.

The Theatre in Ancient Greece 
There is a hill which was very important for the people of ancient Athens.  It is in the centre of the city and has many temples and special 
buildings on top.  It’s called the Acropolis, which means ‘the city on the hill’.  At the bottom of this hill on the southern side is an ancient 
theatre, called the Theatre of Dionysus.  It was here that we believe the first plays were ever performed.

In the centre of the theatre was an area called the ‘Orkestra’.  A group of performers called the ‘Chorus’ sang, chanted and danced in 
the orchestra area.  It is from this Greek word that we get the modern English word orchestra.  Can you guess why?  The people in the 
chorus were performing in the play, but in a different way to the actors.  The chorus had between 6 and 15 or so people in it, and they 
never went onto the stage, but stayed in the orchestra.  The chorus told the audience about the characters and helped to tell the story of 
the play.

Behind the stage there was sometimes a crane called the ‘mekhane’.  Actors could be hung from the crane to play gods or monsters flying 
through the air.  These were early special effects!  

In front of the stage and orchestra was the seating.  The seating was in the shape of a semi-circle, with rows of seats one above the 
other making stepped rows of seating.  The back rows were high up, and from there you were quite far from the stage. Everyone could 
hear the actors speaking though because the sound carried well because of the shape of the theatre.

How many actors are there in films and plays today?  It was different in ancient Greece.  Early plays had only a chorus and one actor! The 
actor sometimes spoke to the leader of the chorus.  Then there were plays written with a chorus and two actors, and then three actors 
were introduced.  Three was the most actors in any ancient Greek play.

Answer the following questions.  Look back over the passage.  Choose the best answer and circle the letter.

1. What did the performers who belonged to the Chorus do?

A. Sang and danced    B. Played musical instruments     C. Operated the crane     D. Cleared the stage     E. Acted on stage

2. What does the word ‘Acropolis’ mean?

A. City over the hill      B. City under the hill      C. City on the hill      D. City beside the hill      E. City without a hill

3. How was the seating shaped?

A. In a rectangle      B. In a square      C. In a circle      D. In a semi-circle      E. In straight rows

4. Most Greek plays did not have more than how many actors?

A. 5         B. 3          C. 4          D. 2          E. 1

5. How were the Chorus performers different from the actors?

A. The actors were        B. The chorus seen       C. The chorus never        D. The actors          E. The chorus played
less talented                 as more important        went onto the stage        could not sing         the instruments

6. Which of the following is TRUE?

A. Only people near     B. Only people above     C. Only the people on the    D. Everyone could hear     E. People outside could
the stage could hear    the stage could hear      highest seats could not        the performance               hear the performance
the performance          the performance           hear the performance

7. Where was the seating situated?

A. In front of the orchestra and stage    B. Behind the stage     C. Above the stage    D. Behind the orchestra    E. On the stage
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8. What was the ‘mekhane’?

A. Seating area        B. Special Effects        C. Orchestra.        D. Stage        E. Crane

9. On which side of the hill is the theatre situated?

A. Southern side       B. Northern side        C. Eastern side        D. Western side        E. North-eastern side

10. How many questions are used in the above passage?

A. 1        B. 2        C. 3        D. none        E. 5

 
The following two passages contain a number of mistakes.  You have to find the mistakes.  On each line 
there is either one or no mistake.  Find the group of words in which there is a mistake and mark its letter on 
your answer sheet.  If there is no mistake, mark N.

First, look for spelling mistakes in the passage below.

16.   The human body  is fantastically  complex – and          fantastically capable.
  A    B    C    D   N
  
17.    It is dependant on  smaller, simpler               units that             each serve
  A    B    C    D   N

18.    specific purposes.  The basic building                  block of              every living
  A    B    C    D   N
 
19.        thing is the              cell.  Cells themselfs          are extremely           complex, come in
  A    B    C    D   N

20.      many diffrent               shapes and sizes,       and serve countless               functions.
  A    B    C    D   N

21.          Cells are           microscopic. A               group of similar cells            gathered together
  A    B    C    D   N

22.         is called a   tissue.  Tissues,            which may be  visible to the
  A    B    C    D   N

23.        naked eye,   include bone,       muscel, fat, and skin          Many kinds of
  A    B    C    D   N

24.      tissue working  together in the  same place may           form an organ.
  A    B    C    D   N

25.     Organs perform    specific tasks    necesary for       the body’s survival.
  A    B    C    D   N
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26.     The circulatory  system is the           body’s transport                system.  It is made
  A    B    C    D   N

27.     up of a group  of organs that          (transport blood)           throughout the body.
  A    B    C    D   N

28.     The heart pumps  the blood and  the arteries and         veins transport it
  A    B    C    D   N

29.     Oxygen-rich blood             leaves the left      side of the          heart and enters
  A    B    C       D   N

30.   the biggest artery,  called the aorta.        The aorta branches           into smaller
  A    B    C    D   N

31.     arteries, which            then branch           into even smaller             Vessels that
  A    B    C    D   N

32.      travel all over  the body.  When             blood enters  the smallest blood
  A    B    C    D   N

33.         vessels, it       gives lots of      nutrients to  each of the cells?
  A    B    C    D   N

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.

There are some new guidelines that were published yesterday and they are going to expect schools to change the kind of food and drink 
that they serve to pupils including banning certain types of food and drink, such as sweet drinks and salty crisps.  “This is a good idea”, 
said Iain Veitch who is head teacher at Wolverton Comprehensive School on the outskirts of Durham, just across the railway line.  Iain also 
said: “I’m concerned at all the rubbish I see pupils eating and I think it’s time we took a strong stand and gave a firm lead to pupils by 
banning food that will do them harm”.  The idea behind the guidelines is that there is a really big problem in Britain with children eating 
too much junk food and not doing enough exercise.  Meals that are high in salt and sugar won’t be served any more.  “That’s a good idea”, 
said pupil Sam Deeming who is in Year 9 and likes to eat crisps at break time.  The government announced its new proposals yesterday.

Look at the statement below.  Decide whether the statement is true or false.  Base your answer on the 
information in the passage.

34. Children do too much exercise.

A     TRUE  B     FALSE

35. Which word used in the passage is closest in meaning to the statement: Living on the edge of a city/town.

The five words below are used in the passage.  Tick the correct box in the table to show which of the five words 
is used as an adjective, a verb, a noun or an adverb.
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42. Where would you normally find a passage such as the one above?

A. In a letter        B. In a newspaper        C. In a diary        D. Leaflet        E. Encyclopedia        

43. How can the reader tell which parts of the article were spoken by another person?

A. Question mark        B. Speech marks       C. Exclamation mark       D. Apostrophe      E. Comma

44. How does the head teacher see the new guidelines?

A. A bad idea
B. A good idea
C. A stupid idea
D. A crazy idea
E. A mad idea 

45. Which tense is this passage written in?

A. Past tense  B     Present tense C     Future tense D     Current tense E    Perfect

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.

Anne Frank
Anne Franks diary was published in English in 1952 as ‘The Diary of a Young girl’.  Written when Anne was a teenager, it describes her 
family’s life in hiding because they were Jewish, during World War II.  After two years of confinment in the attic of a warehouse in 
Amsterdam, holland, the family was discovered by the Nazis and taken to a concentration camp.  Only her father survived.  When the diary 
was found, he saw that it was published in 1947.  It has been translated into more than 50 languages.
The family’s hiding place is a popular tourist destination in Amsterdam.

46. In which line has an apostrophe been left out?

 A. Line 1          B. Line 4          C. Line 5          D. Line 2          E. Line 3

47. In which line is there a spelling mistake?

 A. Line 1          B. Line 3          C. Line 4          D. Line 5          E. Line 2

48. In which line is there a capital letter missing?

 A. Line 5          B. Line 2          C. Line 1          D. Line 4          E. Line 3

49. Which event is the passage related to?
 
 A. World War I        B. Battle of the Somme        C. World War II        D. Cold War        E. Vietnam War

50. In which year was the diary first published?
 A. 1952  B. 1947  C. 1950  D . 1925  E. 1955
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Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.

Dragons deserve a category all of their own because they are beasts that can be found all over the world.  There are two distinct types 
of dragon: the dragon of the Western and the dragon of the Eastern world.

These enormous, fire-breathing serpents have scaly green bodie’s and huge red wings.  Greedy creatures, they hoard gold treasure in 
dens under the earth.  Fierce and always hungry, a Western dragon will eat anything but especially likes weak, young, human flesh.  
Dragons live in caves, mountains, or lakes.  They weren’t particularly active in the Middle Ages, when brave knights challenged them to 
battle.

51. An apostrophe has been used incorrectly in the above passage.  On which line does the mistake occur?

 A. Line 1          B. Line 4          C. Line 2          D. Line 6          E. Line 3

52. How many types of Dragons are there?

 A. One.          B. Two          C. Three           D. Four          E.  Five

53. Which word used in the passage is closest in meaning to ‘collect and keep for future use’?

 A. Hoard  B. Deserve  C. Challenged       D. Category        E. Dens    
     
54. Look at line 2.  This type of punctuation is used     :     What is this type of punctuation called?

 A. Colon B. Semi-colon C. Question mark D. Exclamation mark E. Ellipsis

55. Have capital letters on line 7 been used correctly?

 A. Yes      B. No

The following passage contains a number of spelling and punctuation mistakes.  You have to find the 
mistakes.  On each line there is either one or no mistake.  Find the group of words in which there is a mistake 
and mark its letter on your answer sheet.  If there is no mistake, mark N on your answer sheet.

56.      Potatoes were  the main part of      the Irish diet.  When            the crop was
  A    B    C    D   N

57.   struck by a potato  blight, a fungus      that killed the crop),             farmers and
    A    B    C    D   N

58.    they’re families  began to starve.           The grain and  livestock raised
  A    B    C    D   N

59.      in Ireland were              owned by               the english,  and the laws
  A    B    C    D   N

60.    of the time prevented the Irish people           from Importing             grain to eat.
  A    B    C    D   N


